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Regional geological map of the Chamoli area (after Valdiya').
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Figure 3. IRS- ID-USS-III false colour composite (30 March 1999) showing the area around Chamoli. Some of the fresh and reactivated
landslides are encircled.
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SCIENTIFIC CORRESPONDENCE
The ~ei smically-induced ground movements also activate mass movement
processes, especially in high relief
mountainous areas. such as the Himalayas. As a result. not only are a number
of new landslides triggered. but old as
well as stabilized landslides also get
reacti vated. Therefore. identifying and
mapping the landslides. both new as well
as reactivated ones_ also help in earthquake intensity zoning and damage
assessment. In this context. the satellite
remote sensing has emerged as a reliable
tool for earth scientists specifically for
monitoring dynamic changes on the
earth's surface. Satellite data provide
repetitive coverage oflarge areas within a
reasonable time-frame with quantitative
observational parameters such as spectral
radiance and are thus a potentially rich
source of information for landform and
structural studies. Keeping in view the
distinct advantage in studying. especially
the inaccessible terrains like the Himalayas. an attempt has been made in the

prescnt study to investigate the pre- and
post-earthquake scenario with reference
to mass movements in and around Chamoli using high resolution Indian Remote
Sensing Satellite (lRS-iC/IO) data.
Physiographically. the area around
Chamoli shows a mature topography
which has undergone rejuvenation resulting in a combination of highly dissected
topography with valleys showing vertical
walls and scarps in the lower parts and
gently sloping concave hill tops in the
upper wider parts'. The area is drained by
the river Alaknanda and its tributaries,
viz. Ohauli Ganga, Rishi Ganga. Birahi
Ganga. Nandakini, Mandakini and Pindar
(Figure I).
.
Geologically, Chamoli area forms part
of the tectonically intricate belt of the
Lesser Himalaya, which is characterized
by several nappes, klippen, windows and
schuppen separated by various thrusts
and fault zones. The major lithotectonic
units in the area include: (1) the autochthonous units of the Oamtha and Tejam

groups of the Precambrian sediments
exposed in the window north of Chamoli
(Pipalkoti window); (2) the Berinag
Nappe made up of the Iaunsar group of
sediments. predominantly of quartzites
(Berinag Quartzites). exposed south-west
of Chamoli; (3) extensions of the Ramgarh Nappe consisting of crystalline
rocks of metasediments and acidic
intrusives and covering parts of Berinag
Nappe and Pipalkoti window; and (4) the
Klippen zones of Almora Nappe made
up of the medium grade metamorphics
covering a large part of the area (Figure
2). The base of the Almora Nappe is
variously called as the Munsiari Thrust,
Baijnath Thrust, etc. In its different
klippen zones. The NW-SE trending
Nandprayag fault is the extension of the
Baijnath Thrust. Further north, near
Joshimath, the upper boundary of the
Almora Nappe is demarcated by the
Vaikrata Thrust or Main Central Thrust'.
The IRS-I C/l O- LISS III provides data
in four bands: two bands in visible and

J'igure S. Pre- and post-earthquake satellite coverage of IRS· I C· PAN (26 March 1999 and 5 April 1999) showing reactivation of old landslides
after the earth'luake near the village Chingran.
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